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It's great when your company's good energy connects us all



Vincent Van Gogh

What would life be 
if we had no 

courage to attempt 
anything?
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Presentation
We continued to navigate the lessons and challenges of the pandemic in 2021. 

Flexibility, adaptability and the ability to generate rapid responses were a constant 
which also drove us to venture into new processes that continue to contribute to the 
well-being of the communities where we operate. With a COP 5,679 million invest-
ment, we operated in 7 Colombian departments and close to 70 municipalities, 
benefiting a total of 51,089 people, including students, teachers and communities 

in general.

Celsia, through its foundation, has made 
a firm commitment to strengthen the quality of 
education by improving the school infrastructure 
of the schools located in its neighboring 
territories, as well as developing training and 
support processes for teachers so that they can 
teach better.  
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However, in 2021, daring to be different as promoted by the  cultu-
re at Celsia, we worked hand in hand with Fundación Grupo Argos 
to promote an alternative solution for access to safe drinking water 
in the regions by providing water filters that allow families to purify 
water before consumption, thus avoiding health problems caused 
by viruses or bacteria, and leaving installed capacities that will be 
useful for the future.

We remain convinced of the transforming power of education, 
which will continue to be a fundamental pillar of our actions, but we 
also understand the strategic role of private enterprise in the territo-
ries, since it is part of a system and a shared vision where many 
other actors and social, environmental and economic processes are 
relevant. As a result, we continue to ratify our commitment to be 
partners in the development of our neighboring communities, 
many of which have historically lacked optimal conditions of 
well-being and quality of life. 

At the same time, we would like to highlight the retrospective analysis 
of voluntary social investment that we will carry out in 2021 after a 
decade of work (2011 - 2020), with the aim of continuing to refine 
intervention actions, assess processes and compile significant expe-
riences. In the last 10 years, more than COP 70,000 million have 
been invested through the foundation's efforts and we have been 
able to reach 13 departments and more than 120 municipalities in 
the country with different programs and projects.

Celsia, through the foundation, will continue working to contribute to territorial 
sustainability, managing resources, joining efforts and participating in initiatives 
that provide tools for our communities to face the challenges of this changing 
and diverse world. We will continue with our commitment to quality education, 
improving the school infrastructure of the 100th school in Colombia with our 
Enciende program, and we will also seek to participate in initiatives related to 
Technology, Innovation and Multimedia (TIM) that strengthen the teaching-lear-

ning processes for both teachers and students.
ERA Partnership - San Francisco 
de Asís Official Educational 
Institution - La Viña Location.
Jericó - Antioquia
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This is how we spread our good energy to 

transform lives

Special projects and/or 
partnerships

COVID social support project 
and donations

Antioquia *

Investment:

Enciende

Teacher training

COVID social support project 
and donations

Special projects and/or partnerships

Clay filters: an alternative solution 
for access to safe water

Volunteering initiative

Valle del Cauca *

Investment:

Enciende

Teacher training

COVID social support project and donations

Special projects and/or partnerships

Clay filters: an alternative solution for access 
to safe water

Volunteering initiative

Clay filters: an alternative solution for 
access to safe water

COVID social support project and 
donations

Córdoba *

Investment:

COP 433 COP 55

COP 1,394
Enciende

Teacher training

Clay filters: an alternative solution 
for access to safe water

Special projects and/or 
partnerships

Volunteering initiative

Cauca *

Investment:

COP 466

Tolima *

Investment:

COP
1,688

Total investment:

COP 5,679

*Figures in millions.

**We reached other departments such as Chocó, Bolívar 
and San Andrés and Providencia. Operational and 
administrative costs for the development of all projects in 
the different zones of influence are also contemplated. 

Clay filters: an alternative solution 
for access to safe water

Enciende

Special projects and/or 
partnerships

La Guajira *

Investment:

COP 363

COVID social support project 
and donations 
Special projects and/or partnerships

Cross-cutting projects 
(other areas) **

Investment:

COP 1,280
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COP
5,679 80

44,407 598

Investment  in 2021:

Students:

Educational facilities
benefited:

Teachers:

6,084
Other beneficiaries 
in  communities:

51,089
beneficiaries

in 2021:

Total
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Foundations

10 years 
of foundational management

Total investment:

million
COP 70,021

Plus 120

Fundación
Epsa

Fundación
Celsia

Fundación
Celsia 

Colombia

beneficiaries596,221 Includes students, teachers 
and people in general.

municipalities located 
in 13 departments

13,611
qualified  teachers

#89
School

benefiting from programs, projects 
and partnerships

Enciende

Over 2,000
schools
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Enciende
1
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Kasútalain Comprehensive Rural Ethnic Educational 
Institution - Paraíso satellite classroom. La Guajira

Asnazú Educational Institution, 
El Portugal location. Suárez, Cauca

Before After

Before After

We contributed to the creation of more favora-
ble, healthy and safe learning environments by 
making improvements or adaptations to schools 
located in our areas of influence, including: elec-
trical networks, kitchens, bathrooms, dining 
rooms, roofs, green areas, installation of drin-
king water filters and beautification of walls or 
facades with paint. COP 1,621

How much
did we invest?

million
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Before

After

Before

After

Before

After

Before

After

Normal Superior Educational 
Institution, Antonio Nariño location. 

Ibagué Tolima

La Paz No 1 Educational 
Institution, San Luis location. 

Flandes Tolima

Gonzalo Jimenez de Quesada 
Educational Institution, main location.

Mariquita Tolima

Dindalito Centro Educational 
Institution, main location. 

El Espinal Tolima
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See in this video how the school classroom in Kalaluouu 
in La Guajira benefited from Celsia's good energy.

Before

After

El Gran Sueño de los Indios 
Educational Institution at 

Cacique Escobar location, 
at Río Bravo township,
El Resguardo district in 

Calima - El Darién. 
Valle del Cauca

Who did we benefit?

2015
Students:

7
Schools:

98
Teachers:

After
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School 
Strengthening

2
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What programs
did we develop?

SEE Learning:    in alliance with the Funda-
ción Levapan, the Municipal Secretary of 
Education of Tuluá, Emory University 
(Atlanta) and Universidad San Buenaven-
tura (Cali), we promote the work of 
citizenship and socio-emotional compe-
tencies in both teachers and students of all 
the official educational institutions of the 
municipality of Tuluá. 

We recognize the role of teachers 
as agents of change for society, 
exalting their leadership and the 
role they play in the transforma-
tion of their territories. Through 
programs that focus on emotional 
care and strengthening pedago-
gical practices, we contribute to 
the quality of education in the 

regions.

2.1
Teacher training

SEE Learning Training.
Significant experiences.
La Marina Educational Institution,
Tuluá.
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Learn more about the Language 
and Mathematics testing for teachers 

program we started in Tolima

Testimony 
from teacher 
Ana Valencia

SEE 
Learning 

partnerships

Reading club: 
a space designed for teachers 
to help their students fall in 
love with the subtleties of life 
and understand it better 
through books.

Language and Mathematics 
testing for teachers:  we are 
committed to the development of 
communication and problem-sol-
ving skills in teachers, as these 
are considered basic skills that 
must be guaranteed at school.

Suárez (Cauca), Ibagué 
(Tolima) y Andalucía, 

El Cerrito y Tuluá 
(Valle del Cauca).

COP 353 

How much
did we invest?

million

Where did 
we reach?

Who did
we benefit?

30,812
Students:

47
Schools:

458
Teachers:
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zJuQMo5vhWE
https://youtu.be/Qn6gyp6ZklU
https://youtu.be/Lp1MDYhqdAY


2.2 Special projects and/or 
partnerships

We participate in various public-private 
spaces and initiatives that join efforts 
(technical and financial) to improve the 
quality of education in the country.

Who did we work with? 
What did we do? 

Quality Education Alliance Project 
of Buenaventura:  contribute to impro-
vement of quality and permanence of 
primary education in the District of Bue-
naventura, through the strengthening of 
basic skills in the areas of reading, 
writing and mathematics.

Partners:

Inter-American Development Bank 
CENIT
Fundación Carvajal
ProPacífico
Colombian Ministry of Education
Harvard University
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Alliance for Rural Education 
in Antioquia (ERA):  to strengthen rural 
public education in Antioquia, at all levels 
of education, in terms of coverage, quality 
and relevance, and thus contribute to the 
social and economic development of the 
communities in their territories.

Comfama
Comfenalco
Concesión La Pintada S.A.S.
Cotrafa
Colmayor
CESDE
Fundación Fraternidad Medellín
Fundación Sura
Fundación Sofía Pérez De Soto
Fundación Bancolombia
Fundación Aurelio Llano Posada
Fundación MUV
Fundación Haceb
Fundauniban
Fundación Postobón
Fundación Secretos para Contar
Antioquia Governor's Office
Greenland
Universidad CES
Mineros
Comité de Cafeteros de Antioquia
ProAntioquia
Institución Universitaria Pascual Bravo
Protection
Lenovo 
Hewlett Packard
Soto family
Urdaneta Mejía family

Partners:
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Observatory of Educational Realities (Observa-
torio de Realidades Educativas, ORE):   to con-
tribute to the development of education in 
Valle del Cauca and Norte del Cauca, throu-
gh the production and analysis of informa-
tion that enables knowledge and strategic 
decision-making.

Alliance for Development – 
AFE Antioquia Collective:    to generate indi-
vidual and collective capabilities that contri-
bute to the improvement of the conditions in 
the territory, achieving the growth, streng-
thening and development of rural areas. 

Partners:

Cementos Argos
Fundación Smurfit Kappa
Fundación Propal
Fundación Empresarial para el 
Desarrollo de Yumbo (FEDY) 
Gases de Occidente

Partners:

Fundación Barco
Fundación Scarpetta Gnecco
Fundación Carvajal
Fundación Caicedo González 
Riopaila Castilla
Fundación Sura
ProPacífico
Tecnoquímicas
Universidad Icesi

Partners:

AFE
Fundación Aurelio Llano Posada
Fundación Bancolombia
Fundación Bolívar Davivienda
Fundación Conconcreto
Fundación EPM
Fundación Éxito
Fundación Fraternidad Medellín
Fundación Greenland
Fundación Grupo Bios
Fundación Grupo Familia
Fundación Haceb
Fundación Pintuco
ProAntioquia
Fundación Saldarriaga 
Concha
Uniban Fundación
United Way

How much
did we invest? COP 405

million

Who did we benefit?

4,666
Students:

26
Schools:

42
Teachers:

Antioquia, Cauca, 
Tolima and Valle 

del Cauca 

Where did 
we reach?

Alianza Empresarial de Yumbo 
(Yumbo Business Partnership):    
to advocate for a more effective public manage-
ment and a more competitive and equitable 
socioeconomic environment, through synergic 
actions of the different social, business and 
public actors in Yumbo.
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Well-Being 
and Quality 

of Life

3
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COP 46

How much
did we invest?

million

3.2 Clay filters: 
an alternative solution 
for access to safe water 
We contributed to water security in 
the communities by delivering clay 

water filters that adapt to the 
conditions and needs of the terri-
tories. The filters have a compact 
and easy-to-use design that ena-
bles families to purify their water 

before consumption, thereby pre-
venting health problems caused by 
viruses or bacteria, and getting a 

better taste.

We participated with resources and techni-
cal support in two citizen participation pro-
grams: “Buenaventura Cómo Vamos” and 
“Tuluá Cómo Vamos”, through which more 
than 6,391 people responded to surveys on 
citizen perception and quality of life in their 
territory in 2021, with the aim of contributing 
to the collective construction of the public 
agenda and the generation of actions to 
improve the quality of life in the cities.

3.1 Citizen participation 
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Advantages:

Where did 
we reach?

Turns turbid waters into crystal 
clear, clean water

Highly efficient in the removal 
of bacteria such as E. coli, 
coliforms and parasites

Leaves the water alkaline, 
removes excess chlorine

Oxygenates water thanks to 
drip filtration system

Removes mercury and lead    
from the water

Easy to carry and install in 
homes

Does not require power sources, 
construction, chemical additives, 
specialists, connections or 
pumping, or specialized tools

Easy maintenance

Cost-efficient

Operates in any climate and 
altitude Works in the city and 
countryside.

COP 260

How much 
did we invest?

million

Cauca, Córdoba,
La Guajira, Tolima 
and Valle del Cauca.

Who did we benefit?
A total of 1,523 filters were delivered, 302 with the 
Fundación Grupo Argos, benefiting a total of 6,084 
people in the communities of Celsia’s areas of influence.

Learn more about the delivery of 300 
water filters that we made together 
with Fundación Grupo Argos.

This is Silvia, a 
beneficiary of the 

water filters

This is how water 
is purified in a clay 

filter
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TQKPT1Gz9RA
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¿A dónde
llegamos?

Antioquia, Bolívar, Córdoba, 
La Guajira, Tolima and Valle del Cauca.

How much 
did we invest?

COP 793
million for COVID 19 

social support project 

COP 400
million donations for 

COVID 19 social assistance

COP 427
million in institutional 

donations

Total investment: 

million
COP 1,620

We came wearing face masks to 
several educational institutions 
in Tolima 

This is how we support 
the vaccination process

Expansion of the emergency room 
at Hospital Pablo Tobón Uribe, 
Medellín, Antioquia. 

3.3 COVID-19 social support 
project and donations

We continue to support the communities in our 
areas of influence by providing solutions and alter-
natives to care for and manage COVID-19, having 
provided 1,581,000 face masks ein 30 municipali-
ties of the country. We also donated 262 items to 
maintain the cold chain of COVID-19 vaccines in 42 
municipalities, an X-Ray machine for the Central 
de Urgencias Louis Pasteur in Melgar (Tolima) and  
5 humidifiers for the Hospital Federico Lleras 
Acosta in Ibagué (Tolima). We also continued to 
make donations in cash or in kind to different enti-
ties, which like us, help to build a better country, 
improve education and generate social well-being.
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Volunteering 
initiative

4
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CONECTA Corporate Volunteer Initiati-
ve, led by Fundación Grupo Argos for 
all its subsidiaries, including Celsia, 
seeks transcendence and solidarity 
through the mobilization of employees 
in high-impact, sustainable and trans-

formative projects.

In 2021, Celsia's volunteers in 
Colombia and Central America con-
tributed a total of 1,159 hours of time, 
d511 of which were working hours for 
Colombian volunteers, which implied 
an investment of COP 16 million on 
behalf of the Company. Celsia Centroa-
mérica had the participation of 90 
volunteer employees who invested 194 

non-working hours.

Also noteworthy is the Christmas cam-
paign that Celsia carried out within the 
framework of volunteering in its areas 
of direct influence, through which 
around 7,000 gifts were delivered to 
children located in the different areas of 

influence.

Get more information on 
the CONECTA volunteering 
initiative
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In 2021, no operations were carried out with adminis-
trators. Operations with related parties were carried out 
in accordance with the corresponding standards and 

are detailed in the notes to the financial statements.

 Fundación Celsia Colombia complied with applicable 
legislation on intellectual property and copyrights, and 
allowed the free circulation of invoices issued by 

suppliers.

All other legal matters, including judicial and administra-
tive proceedings, are being attended to in a timely 
manner by Management and its legal advisors, and no 
material decisions affecting the financial situation of 

Fundación Celsia Colombia came to light.

Legal 
Matters
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Energy company


